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Abstract—Data captured from a live cellular network with
the real users during their common daily routine help to
understand how the users move within the network. Unlike the
simulations with limited potential or expensive experimental
studies, the research in user-mobility or spatio-temporal user
behavior can be conducted on publicly available datasets such
as the Reality Mining Dataset. These data have been for
many years a source of valuable information about social
interconnection between users and user-network associations.
However, an important, spatial dimension is missing in this
dataset. In this paper, we present a methodology for retrieving
geographical locations matching the GSM cell identifiers in
the Reality Mining Dataset, an approach base on querying the
Google Location API. A statistical analysis of the measure of
success of locations retrieval is provided. Further, we present
the LAC-clustering method for detecting and removing outliers,
a heuristic extension of general agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering. This methodology enables further, previously impossible
analysis of the Reality Mining Dataset, such as studying user
mobility patterns, describing spatial trajectories and mining
the spatio-temporal data.

Keywords-mobility, tracking, Reality Mining, GSM, Cell-ID,
agglomerative clustering

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding human mobility and its impact and depen-

dence on, and relationship with, contemporary technologies

is a growing field of research today. Understanding mobility

may lead to better cloud-computing computation models [1],

prevent the spreading of smartphone viruses [2], optimize

energy consumption, improve urban planning, provide more

accurate social and marketing studies, and so on.

Various efforts have already been undertaken to log and

analyze mobile network traces in order to deduce some

fundamental human-mobility properties, yet these remain so

far scattered, in part due to privacy concerns and business

confidentiality issues of releasing the tracked data [3], [4].

Among the more prominent is the publicly available and

widely cited Reality Mining Dataset [4], an effort undertaken

by MIT to log the history of network associations and ac-

tivity of mobile clients used by many volunteer individuals.

This dataset is unique by the completeness of its data — it

contains records of practically all activity and surroundings

of the tracked user devices: call records, cell transitions, data

communication records, bluetooth traces, etc.. While this

dataset has become extremely useful for a variety of research

studies and provides very accurate data on a network trace

of the user, including his/her association with a specific cell

tower over time, it lacks one fundamental aspect — the

spatial coordinates of the mobility of tracked users.

The traces do indeed contain identifiers of the mobile

network cells (Cell Global Identity, CGI), with parts of the

identifier removed, and in theory it ought to be hard to

reconstruct the actual location of serving cell towers and thus

approximate user locations. However, as our research shows,

the existence of the publicly accessible Google database

enables at least partial reconstruction of the spatial data.

The Google cell database is polled by a mobile terminal

using a specific, not documented and thus ”hidden” API,

in order to obtain an approximate position of the user for

various applications. Since the only available information

provided by the mobile terminal is a Cell Global Identity of a

currently serving cell, Google returns an aggregated, coarse-

grained position estimation inside the cell. Such positioning

accuracy strongly depends on the cell size and varies from

tens of meters in urban areas to kilometers in rural areas.

Retrieving the correct location coordinates for a specific

cell within the dataset is non-trivial. Firstly, mobile networks

evolve quite rapidly and a significant portion of the networks

have already been rebuilt or re-labelled, with new CGI being

assigned. Secondly, reliability of a crowd-sourced database

such as Google’s may be questionable, although we show on

comparison with a real operator’s network that it is actually

very good. Thirdly, the CGIs within the dataset are only

partially intact (only two out of the four parts of a CGI

are present, the Location Area Code and the Cell-ID) and

we rely on Google to provide the correct match to the

incomplete input, which sometimes results in an obviously

incorrect output. All of the above introduces errors and noise

into the spatial mobility traces. However, we demonstrate

that by using clustering techniques, eliminating outliers and

selecting continuous subsequences, the outcoming data are

still highly relevant for mobility modelling research.

The main contributions of this work are as follows: a

methodology for adding spatial data to an existing Cell-ID-

based dataset; a technique for removing outliers and noise

from the spatial mobility data by using location-clustering

algorithms; and a method for selecting relevant subsequences

with sufficient validity for spatial-mobility modelling.
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II. RELATED WORK

There are several Cell-ID databases publicly available,

which differ in number of cells stored, access to the data,

and the source of their content. Open, publicly available

databases are mostly filled by volunteers who post the

locations of cells found with their mobile handsets. Promi-

nent examples are OpenCellID database [5] with more than

620,000 unique cells worldwide, CellDB [6] with 180,000

cells and CellSpotting.com [7] with about 111,000 cells.

Unfortunately, the cell coverage is only sparse or even none

at all in some regions or countries. Only some volunteer-

based databases that cover certain particular countries are

populated with dense data, for example the database [8] for

Czech Republic with 40,000 cells.

Resources abundant in number of cells, available for

free after registration, are the Location-API.com [9] with

7 million cells or the Cell-id Look-up API [10] by Ericsson

with more than 6 million cells. Nevertheless, the number

of requests per day and per user is limited. Data within

these databases are most likely ”crowd-sourced”, i.e., mobile

handsets with a GPS receiver turned on post the Cell-ID and

geographic coordinates automatically.

The PlaceLab project [11] focused on client-based lo-

calization of mobile users in cellular networks and pub-

lished some shorter traces (2 hours in comparison with

350,000 hours in Reality Mining Dataset). A valuable source

of mobility tracking logs is the Crawdad web page [12]

with numerous datasets available, which are mostly WiFi-,

Bluetooth- or GPS-based.

Several studies in Estonia dealt with analysis of social

flows in time and space based on data collected from mobile

handsets of GSM users [13], [14]. However, these data have

never been made publicly available in a raw form.

We are not aware of any related work regarding geograph-

ical coordinates retrieval for Reality Mining Dataset.

III. GOOGLE LOCATION DATA

A. Location Data Acquisition

In 2007, Google Inc. announced a new beta technology

called My Location [15]. This service enables approximate

location information in Google Maps for GSM mobile

handsets. It works in the following way: a user runs Google

Maps for mobile and requests his/her location by pressing

the zero key. Consequently, the mobile handset internally

obtains the Cell Global Identity (CGI) of a cell where

the mobile handset is currently attached to. Cell Global

Identity consists of four numeric fields: Mobile Country

Code (MCC), Mobile Network Code (MNC), Location Area

Code (LAC) and Cell Identifier (Cell-ID). These values

are sent back to a hidden Google API at Google Maps

at www.google.com/glm/mmap, which returns the longitude

and latitude of an approximate location to which the Cell

Global Identity corresponds.

Table I
FRACTION OF EXISTING CELLS FOUND IN THE GOOGLE CELL DATABASE

Urban area Suburban area Rural area Czech Rep mean

85.47% 96.70% 98.26% 92.83%

By methods of reverse engineering, several authors pre-

sented solutions for posting direct requests to the hidden

Google API that manages the translation of CGI to geo-

graphic coordinates (longitude, latitude) [16]–[18]. In our

work we adopted most of the C# code presented by Lee in

[17] for requesting and storing locations of a list of cells.

B. Location Data Accuracy

In order to study the geographical accuracy of the ap-

proximate locations provided by Google, we performed a

comparison between 14,000 cells locations in a large mobile

network in the Czech Republic, obtained from a cooperating

mobile operator, and the locations returned by the Google

Location API. The location approximation based on the Cell-

IDs highly depends on cell-tower density, which varies from

100 meters in urban areas to several kilometers in rural areas.

Reflecting that, all statistics regarding the comparison of

the Google database with the operator cell list distinguishes

three disjoint regions, according to population density in the

Czech Republic [19]: urban areas with a population density

higher than 500 inhabitants per square kilometer, suburban

areas (between 100 and 500 inhabitants/km2), and rural

areas with less than 100 inhabitants/km2.

The Google cell database contains almost 93% of all

requested cells from the operator’s cell list (see details in

Table I). As the operator adjusts the network and replaces

cells with new technology and assigns different Cell-IDs, we

attribute most of the missing locations to the obsoleteness of

our copy of the operator’s cell list. The time interval between

the actual cell list snapshot date and location retrieval from

Google was almost 4 months. Moreover, the lower matching

fraction of locations within urban areas may be due to

increasing 3G technology installations in large cities in the

Czech Republic.

Since the Cell-ID based location accuracy is coarse-

grained and varies from several meters in urban areas to

several kilometers in rural areas, the accuracy evaluation

of Google Locations can be performed only indirectly. We

compared the locations fit for the cells from Google with a

Location Number that is a cell shape description provided

by the operator.

In a case of emergency, an approximate location of

a calling person should be provided to emergency units

immediately during the call. Czech Republic GSM operators

provide a Location Number that encodes a spatial polygon

(see Figure 1) described as follows. The polygon is a pie-

shaped part of a circle (circular sector) with the center in
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Figure 1. Location Information for emergency calls example

Table II
LOCATION INFORMATION AND GOOGLE LOCATION MATCH

Urban area Suburban area Rural area Czech Rep mean

79.91% 72.62% 79.81% 78.59%

geographical coordinates of a cell tower where the call-

serving cell is attached to. A radius of the sector represents

a cell range, defined as a maximum distance from the cell

tower to which 80% of all calls from the cell are successfully

connected. A central angle of the sector, 120 degrees,

corresponds to an approximation of a radio coverage pattern

which represent +/- 60 degrees from the direction of a cell

orientation azimuth.

Table II summarizes the fraction of locations retrieved

from Google which fall into the corresponding cell sector

shape. Results slightly below 80% may indicate that the

crowd-sourcing process for Cell-ID-database construction

has been used by Google as the Location Number spatial

polygon corresponds to approx. 80% of calls from the cell.

Location accuracy pattern in Figure 2 represents spatial

statistics of distance between Google Location and the

cell-tower position, and the deflection of Google Location

from the cell azimuth. The results reveal natural, unshifted

distribution for azimuth difference among different bands

and population density regions. The distribution of distance

from a cell tower to Google Location differs expectedly

according to the cell band, as the 1800 MHz-cell range

generally equals half of that of the 900 MHz cells. The

number of cells according to band and population density

follows an expected distribution: most 1800 MHz cells are

located in Urban areas for capacitance reasons, and the

900 MHz cells operate mainly in Rural areas.

Presented location-accuracy patterns exhibit no obvious

bias so we believe that Google Locations are suitable for

approximate location estimation with Cell-ID granularity.

Figure 2. Location data accuracy pattern. A color represents the number
of cells that fall in a bin corresponding to the distance and the azimuth
difference in a 2D-histogram reflecting the cell band (900 MHz, 1800 MHz)
and the cell tower location region (Urban, Suburban, Rural).

C. Outlier Detection and Removal

As the mobile networks evolve and change, it is common

that new Cell-IDs are added, older ones are reused for

different geographical region, or even discarded and replaced

with a new ones. This induces a number of wrong or

missing values in the Cell-ID database when not regularly

updated. Similarly, even for an ideal, fully up-to-date Cell-

ID database, there will be numerous errors when locations

for an outdated Cell-ID list will be requested. The latter case

is the situation we deal with in this work: the Reality Mining

Dataset represents an almost 5-year old Cell-ID list, which

we search for in an up-to-date Google Cell-ID database.

In principle, there are two sources of errors in the resulting

locations for an outdated Cell-ID list. Firstly, requested Cell-

ID values that are missing in the database will result in the

geographical coordinates response in the form of (0,0) which

can easily be filtered out. Secondly, and obviously more

challenging, is the recognition of an illegitimate, outlier

location for a Cell-ID which has been reused in a different

geographical region.

We propose the LAC-clustering algorithm for outlier elim-

ination, a heuristic enhancement of general agglomerative

hierarchical clustering [20]. The heuristics is based on an

observation of network architecture nature - Location Area

compactness. Cellular networks consist of numerous cells
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which are grouped in the so called Location Areas. The

size of this grouping is subject to the trade-off between

location-management overhead cost and time-efficiency of

the network search process when delivering an incoming call

or a text message. Therefore, size and shape of the Location

Areas is carefully planned [21], with the aim to build com-

pact Location Areas of reasonable size. Such compactness

implies that cells belonging to a single Location Area must

be located close enough to each other.

LAC-clustering removes spatial outliers from cells that

belong to the same Location Area. Its steps are as follows:

Algorithm LAC-clustering

(∗ Process for each Location Area Code ∗)

1. Select cells with the same LAC.

2. Compute proximity matrix.

3. Let each cell location be a cluster.

4. (∗ Create hierarchical cluster tree ∗)

5. repeat

6. Merge the two closest clusters.

7. Update the proximity matrix.

8. until only one cluster remains

9. (∗ Hierarchical cluster tree prunning ∗)

10. Use distance criterion for forming clusters.

11. Select one Location Area cluster representative.

First, a proximity matrix based on the Euclidean distance

metric is computed (line 2) for all cells with the same Loca-

tion Area Code (LAC). Second, a hierarchical cluster tree is

created (lines 6–8) with linkages based on the single linkage

method (also called nearest neighbor), where proximity of

two clusters is defined as the smallest distance between two

objects in the two different clusters. Next, the hierarchical

cluster tree is pruned to partition the cell coordinates into

clusters with the clustering criterion being the distance

between cells (line 10). Finally, a single cluster with the

highest number of locations is selected as a representative

of the Location Area.

We selected the Euclidean distance metrics as a planar

approximation of a real distance between geographical coor-

dinates. Although the inaccuracy of a flat-surface projection

grows with the distance between measured points or for

the points close to a geographical pole, the distance-based

clusters are small enough to handle these drawbacks. As an

alternative for the single linkage clustering method, we con-

sidered different methods such as complete linkage (furthest

neighbor), average linkage an others. Nevertheless, the single

linkage method allows for effective hierarchical-cluster-tree

pruning based on distance. For example, such distance-

based pruning approach is not possible for complete linkage

because the diameter of a Location Area must be known,

as well as we are not interested in an average distance

between cell towers but their range. The key factor in cluster

Figure 3. Consistency of Location Areas in the mobile network of a large
mobile operator in the Czech Republic: original Location Areas (red solid
line) and areas clustered from Google Locations (blue dashed line).

construction is the appropriate distance selection. We choose

the 35 Km distance, which is the technological limit in GSM

networks for successful communication between a mobile

station and a cell tower. Therefore, all cell locations in one

single cluster are simply points with a maximum distance

of 35 Km from each other.

Regarding correctness of the proposed algorithm, there are

several cases to discuss. As the cluster forming (line 10 in

algorithm description) may result in many compact clusters,

we pick a cluster with the largest number of cells as a result

(line 11). Remaining clusters are most likely false negatives,

i.e., Location Area is not clustered at some place but in

reality it is there. In order to eliminate false positives, i.e.,

Location Area is clustered at some place but in reality it

is not there, we pick only clusters with at least five cells

(cluster size) as we believe that such number of outlying

points close together is rather unlikely. Moreover, as the

desired cluster size grows, so does the number of false

negatives. The last case is the LAC–Cell-ID pairs reuse at

some different place which is definitely hard to recognize,

but may be hopefully additionally detected, for example by

an observation of distorted user-movement trajectories.

To demonstrate the quality of LAC-clustering we provide

a comparison of the Location Areas plotted from the mobile

operator’s Cell-ID list against the LAC-clustered geographi-

cal coordinates retrieved from Google (see Figure 3). Loca-

tion Area is depicted as a convex hull of cell tower locations

available from the Cell-ID list, Location Area for Google

Locations is represented as a convex hull of the retrieved

geographic coordinates. As Google provides an approximate

position in a cell instead of the cell tower position, the

total area of the LAC-clustered Google Locations is larger

by 20.21% on average with 12.76% standard deviation (see

Figure 4, left).

More indicative is the Location Area shape similarity

(dissimilarity), measured by the Hausdorff distance [22],

which for two sets of points (A,B) reflects the distance

of the point of A that is farthest from any point of B

and vice versa: hd(A,B) = max{h(A,B), h(B,A)}, where
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Figure 4. Left: Comparison of cumulative distribution functions (CDF)
of original and clustered Location Area size (area). The CDFs of Location
Area diameter are present in the inset. By Location Area diameter we
understand the largest distance between two points that form a Location
Area border. Both areas (original and clustered) and diameters are positively
correlated (0.9965 for areas, 0.9954 for diameters) with linear relationship.
Right: Hausdorff distance and mean Hausdorff distance between original
Location Areas shape border and a border of corresponding Location Areas
clustered from Google Locations.

h(A,B) = max
a∈A

min
b∈B

‖a − b‖ and ‖ · ‖ is some underlaying

norm on A and B, an Euclidean norm in our case. It

follows that for two point sets, which are similar and

correctly aligned, the Hausdorff distance becomes small. As

the Hausdorff distance is sensitive to outliers, which leads to

a large resulting value caused by a single outlier even when

all other points closely match, the mean Hausdorff distance

is often utilized [23]: h(A,B) = 1

SA

∑

a∈A

min
b∈B

‖a−b‖, where

SA is the number of points in A.

The average Location Area shape difference, i.e., distance

between the original Location Area shape border and the

border of a Location Area constructed by LAC-clustering

of Google Locations, is 8.33 Km for the Hausdorff distance

and 2.87 Km for the mean Hausdorff distance (see Figure 4,

right), which is significantly small in comparison with the

average Location Area diameter (46.69 Km, see inset in

Figure 4, left).

IV. SPATIAL EXTENSION

OF THE REALITY MINING DATASET

A. Data Acquisition

We tried to retrieve a total number of 32580 unique cell

locations present in the Reality Mining Dataset, using a

batch tool querying the Google Location API.

Since the Reality Mining Dataset does not contain full

Cell Global Identity code but only a pair of Location Area

Code (LAC) and Cell-ID, we dealt with a problem which

Mobile Country Code (MCC) and Mobile Network Code

(MNC) should be added to LAC and Cell-ID to request

Google Location API. We expected that the users were

subscribed to the USA mobile networks and the operators

with a name specified in the record for every user. Neverthe-

less, there are three different MCCs for the USA networks

and up to 18 different MNCs for T-Mobile USA operator

for example. Probing all combinations would lead to an

inappropriate number of request to the Google Location API.

We discovered that the Mobile Network Code can be omitted

in the request as it seems that the pairs of (LAC, Cell-ID) are

distributed between operators in one country. Surprisingly,

the Mobile Country Code can be omitted, the Location API

matches probably the first corresponding pair of (LAC, Cell-

ID) in the Google database.

Only 46.75% of all unique cell locations from the Re-

ality Mining Dataset was retrieved with the geographical

coordinates, we will refer to these as ”known locations” in

this paper. Such a low ratio is not a surprise, we believe

that this result comes from the following facts: Firstly, the

Reality Mining Dataset was recorded five years before the

Google Locations acquisition and many changes, such as 3G

evolution or mobile data support, has been applied in the

mobile networks worldwide during this time which resulted

to a different network cell-numbering scheme. Secondly, the

users in the Reality Mining Dataset come from a subject

pool of 68 graduate students and staff related to MIT in

Boston, Massachusetts, and 26 students at the university’s

business school. In the Boston area, some mobile operator

acquisitions have happened over the last few years, which

may have impacted the cell-numbering schemes as well.

Figure 5 depicts all geographical positions retrieved from

Google Location API for the Reality Mining Dataset. Con-

trary to our expectations, the locations are distributed all

around the world and are not related only to Boston,

USA. We observed that dense areas of visited locations are

present not only within the USA (San Francisco, New York,

Chicago, San Diego), but also in Europe (London, Helsinki,

Milan, Paris, Budapest) and Asia. These out-of-USA areas

may be business, conference or home trips of the user-

pool selected in an academic environment. However, many

locations in Figure 5 are placed obviously in an unlikely

or even in an impossible position on the map. In the next

section we describe the outlier detection and removal process

to clear such geographical data.

B. Outlier Detection and Removal

We decided to use the Location Area compactness

paradigm, described in Section III-C, for outliers detection.

In Figure 6, the Location Area border is represented by

a blue-lined convex hull around cell locations that belong

to the same Location Area. Apparently, Location Areas are

neither compact nor covering small areas.

We applied the LAC-clustering method in order to pick

the dense locations of the cells which belong to the same

Location Area (see Section III-C for details). We observed

only one false negative when processing the Reality Mining

Dataset, where the same LAC was evidently used both in the

UK and the USA, which simply may happen as the dataset is

missing the Mobile Network Code and the Mobile Country

Code fields of the CGI.
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Figure 5. Locations retrieved from Google Location API

Figure 6. Location Areas border for cell locations

Figure 7. Cell locations clustered according to Location Area Code

The outlier selection process removed 1509 unique cells

from 15232 retrieved known locations; hence the total num-

ber of unique cell locations with reasonable geographical

coordinates in terms of Location Area consistency is 13723,

which is 42.12% of all unique cell locations present in the

Reality Mining Dataset. The resulting Location Area clusters

are shown in Figure 7. A detailed example view of cell

locations in Washington D.C. and Philadelphia area is shown

in Figure 8.

C. Movement Trajectory Reconstruction

User’s movement trajectory can be reconstructed from

the Reality Mining Dataset by a combination of the Cell-

ID sequence for the user and the Cell-ID–position pairs

retrieved from the Google Location API. The sequence of

geographical coordinates then represents the user’s trajec-

tory, see Figure 9 for an example of trajectory visualization

in a space-time cube.

Figure 8. Detail of cell locations clustering in Washington D.C. and
Philadelphia area. Blue lines form the Location Area clusters borders. Note
that the real Location Area shape will be definitely different as the depicted
hulls cover only cells present in the Reality Mining Dataset.

Figure 9. Example of a user’s trajectory reconstructed from the Reality
Mining Dataset. User’s movement between locations (black dots) is rep-
resented by a red line. Vertical line segments stand for stay at a certain
location, sloped line segments indicate movement. Black dashed line is the
movement projection to the plane.

For a further user-trajectory study, missing values in

the trajectory data, i.e., the locations with unknown lon-

gitude/latitude or outside a LAC-clustered region, must be

considered. A natural way of handling such missing values

by omitting them from the data can, however, lead to

an inaccurate or even misleading trajectory. We observed,

that the fraction of unique known locations per user varies

between 0% and 63% of all unique locations during the

user’s participation in the study. Nevertheless, the number

of known locations for a user is not a significant metric for

evaluation how faithfully a movement trajectory of the user

can be reconstructed. We recommend to reconstruct a user

trajectory only from subsequences which have got a majority

of known locations and are representatively long.

Formally, let S = {(LAC, Cell-ID)k}
n
k=1

be a sequence

of the cell identifiers per user. Let P = {ak}
n
k=1

be

a sequence where ai = 1 for a known location of the

(LAC, Cell-ID)i pair and ai = 0 for an unknown location or

a location outside the corresponding LAC-clustering–based

Location Area cluster. Let l denote the desired length of a

subsequence and let c be a consistency parameter, the ratio

of known locations to all locations in the subsequence.
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Then we denote a consistent subsequence of S a sequence

of the form {Snr
}j

nr=i where

(i, j) ∈ {(i, j)|i ≥ 1, j ≤ n; j − i ≥ l ∧ c ≤
j∑

k=i

Pk

j−i
}.

The start and end indices (i, j) for the consistent sub-

sequences of S can be found by handling the sequence

P as a discrete signal and using a moving average filter

for smoothing and reducing noise from the sequence (see

Reference [24] for details). The window size of the filter,

i.e., the number of points in the average, corresponds to the

length parameter l. In Figure 10 there is a sample run of the

moving average filter with parameters l = 300 and c = 0.95
for a location sequence of a user from the Reality Mining

Dataset. The resulting subsequences, marked with a green

color, contain l locations preceding every point where the

moving average filter result is above the threshold c value.

The parameters l and c influence the movement trajectory

shape after omitting the locations without geographical

coordinates from consistent subsequences: longer sequences

are more tolerant to the missing values; lower consistency

parameter value relaxes our certainty in a trajectory shape

precision.

D. Data Summary

We retrieved geographical coordinates of more than 46%

out of 32580 unique locations present in the Reality Mining

Dataset. False coordinates and outliers were removed with

the LAC-clustering algorithm, so only 42% of all unique

locations from the original dataset left. The fraction of

unique known locations per user varies between 0% and

63% of all unique locations during the user’s participation

in the study (28% in average). Similar range holds for the

fraction of time spent by the users on known locations, but

the distributions are different as shown in Figure 11, left.

Such difference corresponds to a heavy/long tail of user’s

space-time distribution, observed by many authors (e.g. [25],

[26]), which in other words means that users spend most of

their time at only few places.

There are approximately 9200 days of tracking recorded

in total by all users. Depending on the reconstruction pa-

rameters, the amount of time spent by the users in con-

sistent subsequences (trajectories with spatial dimension)

vary between 0.6% and 15% of total time for parame-

ter combinations example in Figure 11, right. This result,

together with the fact that we are missing cell coordi-

nates from the Boston area, indicates, that the spatially

complemented cell locations are most likely not covering

the users’ work/accommodation/leisure anchor points, rather

than business, conference and vacation trips.

Consistent subsequences with the length of 300 locations

at least and with 95% of known locations are present for

46 users out of 94 user sample present in the Reality Mining

Dataset with the median value of 3 subsequences per user.

Each user spent in average about 32 hours in a subsequence.

Figure 10. Moving average filter applied to a user location sequence.

Figure 11. Left: The CDFs of fraction of unique known locations to all
unique locations per user; fraction of time spent on unique known locations
to total time on all unique locations per user. Right: Time spent by all users
in all consistent subsequences according to desired minimum subsequence
length l and consistency parameter c, the ratio of known locations to all
locations in a subsequence.

The average time spent in all consistent subsequences per

user is almost 7 days, however varying from 5 hours to

31 days. The average number of unique locations in all

consistent subsequences per user is 187, but high variability

is present as well (min 28, max 764 unique locations).

Total time spent by all users in all consistent subsequences

(l = 300, c = 0.95) is approximately 326 days, which

represents a significant amount of valuable user mobility

traces.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We show that a prominent representative of publicly

available mobile network traces, the Reality Mining Dataset,

may be complemented with at least partial spatial dimension,

despite the spatial data not being included as part of the orig-

inal dataset. Moreover, these location-augmented mobility

traces may be post-processed to eliminate non-meaningful

or noisy data.

On one hand, this opens up novel possibilities of exploit-

ing the dataset for further research, by adding the spatial

dimension to various analysis and modelling studies - one

may for example study usage patterns at different locations,

when travelling at different speeds/distances/directions, etc.

On the other hand, the ease of complementing the spa-

tial dimension opens up some questions about adequate

techniques for public presentation of such traces in an
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anonymous manner. Presumably the spatial dimension and

geographic location might provide hints towards identify-

ing individual users and their travel and usage patterns.

Therefore, means of greater level of Cell-ID obfuscation,

e.g. in the form of hash or encryption, possibly preserving

some relationships such as geographical proximity, should

be investigated.

The description of spatial dimension of the Reality Mining

Dataset is a subject of our future research. As the dataset

contains both call records and cell transitions, it is a rare

source of information for comparison of active and passive

tracking methods, which are based on fixed-time interval

location retrieval and location from which calls are made,

respectively. Next, lots of results published1 so far may be

hopefully validated and supported with the knowledge of

underlying spatial information. It is our intention to publish

the spatial complement to the dataset publicly in the near

future, subject to first carefully assessing, in collaboration

with the original data providers, all privacy and legal aspects.
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